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The Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) in Lausanne, Switzerland is colloquially referred to as a Supreme Court for sports disputes and evidence of its influence is found throughout the sporting world. Since its establishment in 1984 it has registered approximately 5,000 arbitration proceedings.

In this article we will seek to give an insight into what makes international sports arbitration unique paying particular attention to the CAS system, the key elements of which we will also outline.

While sports arbitration shares many characteristics with commercial or investment arbitration, and although many sports arbitrators also sit in standard commercial and investment cases, it also has many interesting features that distinguish it from non-sports-related arbitration.

What are the advantages and unique aspects of sports arbitration?

Speed

Perhaps the main differentiating feature of sports arbitration is its speed. For the resolution of a sports dispute to be effective, it generally must be concluded before a particular competition takes place. For example, a finding by an arbitral tribunal that a particular athlete may compete at the Olympic Games, would be of limited value if the arbitral award were issued after the competition in question had already finished.

The most striking example of the speed of sports arbitration is the ad hoc division of CAS that is active only for the duration of specific international sporting events, such as the Olympics or the FIFA World Cup. According to the Ad Hoc Rules for the Olympic Games, arbitral awards should be issued within 24 hours of the lodging of the application for arbitration, and the equivalent time limit for the FIFA World Cup is 48 hours.

The swift resolution of these disputes allows the competition to proceed on schedule and ensures the integrity of the final sporting results by avoiding retroactive appeals or protests to change sporting results. While the ad hoc division is a very positive demonstration of what can be achieved, it is also an environment in which the arbitrators must tread carefully in order to ensure that the procedural rights of all parties are upheld, particularly given the extremely short time limits within which the latter are to prepare their written and oral submissions.

Another leading example of the speed of sports arbitration are the expedited proceedings provisions that require the cooperation of all parties. Without the parties’ agreement the tribunal cannot impose the same extremely short procedural time limits as apply under the Ad Hoc Rules. However, as event organisers usually wish to safeguard the integrity of a sporting competition's final results, quite often all parties are willing to agree to an expedited arbitration procedure in order to resolve all legal issues in advance of the competition.

Finally, the availability of effective provisional and conservatory measures even before the constitution of the arbitral tribunal is another and interesting element of sports arbitration.
Before CAS, such measures can be requested even before the filing of a request for arbitration in ordinary proceedings or from the notification of the decision under appeal in appeal proceedings. Sports arbitration tribunals regularly issue orders in response to requests for provisional measures - typically requests for a stay of execution of the decision under appeal - and in instances where the tribunal has not yet been appointed, sports arbitration bodies often have a mechanism whereby a designated person (eg, the president of the CAS Appeals Arbitration Division), may grant provisional measures pending the appointment of the tribunal.

The effectiveness is further demonstrated by the fact that sports governing bodies almost invariably comply with any orders issued by the CAS. Another specific feature of sports arbitration is that several sports arbitration rules provide that the sports arbitral institution expressly prohibits the parties from seeking provisional measures from state courts. It is submitted that the only means by which the CAS system can effectively demonstrate that state court intervention is not needed is to clearly prove that the CAS is capable of issuing its own effective interim protection. Our experience with the CAS suggests that when the situation is really urgent, the CAS is able to give a very short time limit to the respondent and to issue an order within a time period that is comparable to the time limits in which state courts grant ex parte relief.

Special expertise

The CAS policy of maintaining a closed list of arbitrators effectively limits the fundamental freedom of the parties to appoint the arbitrator of their choice but was upheld by the Swiss Supreme Court in the Lazutina case on the ground that it ensures that the arbitrators are specialists in the area of sports and will thus be able to issue fast and consistent decisions.

It is not the case that all sports arbitrations are concluded quickly but the standard time limits would be regarded by most arbitration practitioners as being very short indeed. For example, in a CAS Appeals Arbitration, the statement of appeal must be filed with the CAS within 21 days from the communication of the decision under appeal, unless the applicable regulations provide for a different time limit (sometimes shorter). This time limit cannot be extended and any delay will lead to the dismissal of the appeal. Once the statement of appeal has been filed, the appellant has a further 10 days to file an appeal brief stating the facts and legal arguments giving rise to the appeal and to produce the evidence being relied upon. The respondent must then file its complete answer within a time limit of 20 days. Finally, the panel sets itself the objective of issuing its final award within three months of having received the case file.

Another aspect that parties and their counsel should be acutely aware of are the potential practical difficulties associated with such fast-moving proceedings. Parties will often be afforded short time limits to file submissions on procedural or substantive issues and as a result, sports arbitration, and CAS arbitration in particular, is generally a challenging process for both parties and their counsel. For that reason, it is not a forum in which lawyers who are unfamiliar with either the procedural aspects of international arbitration, or the substantive aspects of sports law, can easily ‘cut their teeth’, as the very short nature of the time limits to file submissions leaves very little time for research during the arbitration. As a result, parties who are familiar with the CAS and its unique pressures tend to appoint counsel whom
they know to have already appeared regularly before the CAS, and who are familiar with the processes and jurisprudence of the institution.

Although the presence of experienced arbitrators and counsel generally assists the arbitration process, it is regrettable that the expanding volume of case law with which arbitrators and counsel should be familiar, coupled with the increasing procedural sophistication of parties and counsel, make it ever more difficult for new lawyers to become established in sports arbitration. This has created a somewhat vicious circle, whereby it is becoming increasingly difficult for parties to place their faith in counsel whose experience in CAS arbitration is limited. However, the publication of CAS Code Commentaries has gone some way to helping lawyers with limited experience.

Consistency and transparency

The emergence of the CAS as an ‘international supreme court’ for sports disputes has provided greater consistency between legal decisions in the sports world and has created a body of case law upon which sports arbitration users can rely. Although all CAS arbitrators are subject to a general duty of confidentiality, and CAS ordinary proceedings remain confidential unless the parties agree otherwise, article R59 of the CAS Code of Sports-Related Arbitration (the CAS Code) provides that in all CAS appeals cases, which account for the vast majority of the total CAS caseload, ‘the award ... shall be made public by the CAS, unless both parties agree that [it] should remain confidential’. As a result, the CAS has published a large proportion of its awards, initially through its three-volume digest of CAS Awards, and more recently through CAS bulletins and an online database.

One of the most interesting aspects of sports arbitration is that awards issued by an arbitral tribunal tend to be regarded as authoritative precedent by subsequent arbitral tribunals from the same sports arbitration institution. While sports arbitration awards are not binding legal precedents, previous awards are regarded as being of highly persuasive value, and as such, arbitral tribunals that deviate from an established line of ‘jurisprudence’ are generally expected to provide reasons for such a deviation in the text of their award.

Of course, different tribunals inevitably reach different conclusions in relation to some issues, particularly when such issues are novel. However, once a body of consistent case law has been established in relation to any issue, tribunals usually show deference to the rulings of prior tribunals, unless the case can be distinguished or new arguments brought forward.

Cost

Contrary to the stereotype of millionaire footballers, individual athletes are often entirely dependent upon government subsidies or minor sponsorship agreements, whereas their counterparty in an arbitration is often a sport governing body that is able to rely upon significant financial resources. Therefore, it is particularly important that the proverbial Goliath is not permitted to financially bully the weaker party into submission, particularly as many athletes or players already feel significant pressure not to enter into a legal dispute with their employer or their sport’s governing body, in view of the dominant position of the latter within the sport.

Three aspects of CAS arbitration that should provide comfort to impecunious athletes are:
- the moderate filing fee of 1,000 Swiss francs;
- the system of contribution towards legal costs; and
- the arbitration costs regime that applies in appeals of decisions that are exclusively disciplinary in nature and rendered by an international federation or sports body.

In the context of legal costs and pursuant to article R64.5 of the CAS Code ‘... the Panel has discretion to grant the prevailing party a contribution towards its legal fees and other expenses ...’. The CAS practice provides some comfort to all parties as any contribution that may be required to pay in the event of losing the case is rarely reflective of the actual legal costs incurred. Of course, considering this practice from a different perspective, it is also true that even when parties are fully successful in their appeal, they can still only hope to recover a certain proportion of their legal costs.

With respect to arbitration costs, the positive financial aspect for athletes related to arbitration costs concerns those athletes who are involved in 'decisions which are exclusively of a disciplinary nature and which are rendered by an international federation or sports body', commonly anti-doping cases. In such cases, article R65 of the CAS Code provides that no arbitration costs shall be paid by the parties.

Given the mandatory nature of sports arbitration, whereby the athlete generally has no option but to sign up to arbitration if he or she wishes to compete at a high level within his or her sport, another area that needs to be considered in this context is the availability of legal aid for the parties, as the submission of disputes to arbitration deprives the athlete of any legal aid that may have been available to him before state courts. Article S6 of the CAS Code provides that '[the International Council of Arbitration for Sport] may create a legal aid fund to facilitate access to CAS arbitration for individuals without sufficient financial means and may create CAS legal aid guidelines for the operation of the fund'. In parallel with the publication of the 2013 edition of the CAS Code applicable guidelines have been published by CAS. Where legal aid is granted, the athlete will be exempted from paying the court office fee, the advance on arbitration costs and will be offered pro bono counsel.

Enforcement

Although the option of enforcing a sports arbitration award pursuant to the New York Convention is, of course, available to parties, in practice it is rarely necessary to pursue this course of action, as sports governing bodies spontaneously comply with arbitral awards and have sufficient internal authority and enforcement mechanisms to impose the awards on their members. In this respect it is interesting to note that the Swiss Supreme Court has explicitly upheld such 'private enforcement systems' by deciding that a CAS award confirming the imposition by FIFA of a sanction against a football club on the ground that it did not comply with a FIFA disciplinary committee decision was not inconsistent with public policy.

One emerging area of particular relevance to Swiss lawyers practising in sports law relates to enforcing certain of CAS financial awards through asset freezing proceedings before local courts in Switzerland. As many football clubs and national associations participate in competitions where money is to be paid by governing bodies based in Switzerland, there is a growing awareness that this provides a viable means to recover amounts owed.
How is the CAS organised?

CAS is headquartered in Lausanne but also has two ‘decentralised offices’ in Sydney and New York and a number of alternative hearing centres in Kuala Lumpur, Shanghai, Abu Dhabi and Cairo as a result of a number of individual partnership arrangement deals struck by CAS. The CAS provides four separate and distinct dispute resolution services: ordinary arbitration, appeals arbitration, ad hoc expedited arbitration at major sporting events and mediation. The ordinary and appeals arbitration divisions are each headed by a president, who can take charge of the initial steps in an arbitration before the arbitral tribunal is appointed.

The CAS ordinary division is a classic arbitration service, resolving mainly commercial disputes, and its general structure and workings will be familiar to any practitioners with experience of the ICC, AAA or other commercial arbitration institutions. Arbitrations that take place under the CAS’s Ordinary Arbitration Rules are those that have been referred to the CAS as a first instance arbitral body, usually pursuant to an arbitration agreement contained in a settlement agreement or a commercial contract, such as sponsorship or licensing agreements.

Appeals arbitration, while very commonplace in the sporting world, is usually somewhat of a novelty for other arbitration practitioners. Appeals arbitration consists of appeals filed against decisions issued by other arbitral or disciplinary tribunals, typically either national sports arbitration bodies or the internal disciplinary or judicial bodies of international sports federations. The cases brought before the CAS appeals arbitration division account for the vast majority of the CAS’s caseload.

The CAS also has a mediation service, which it promotes as an alternative to CAS arbitration. In addition, as previously mentioned, the CAS establishes an expedited arbitration service during major sporting events, which is referred to as the CAS ad hoc division.

Independence

There has been a certain level of criticism both in the media and in academic journals referring to a lack of independence of the CAS. A long-standing claim has been that the CAS is not sufficiently independent from the International Olympic Committee (IOC), which founded the CAS in 1984. Indeed, following a landmark case before the Swiss Supreme Court in 1993 a number of reforms to the CAS structure were put in place that sought to insulate the CAS from any allegations of potential or perceived lack of independence. The decision in USOC v IOC provides possibly the most eloquent example of the independence of CAS in relation to the IOC. In this case CAS held as invalid and unenforceable an IOC decision that prohibited athletes who had been suspended for more than six months for an anti-doping rule violation from participating in the next Olympic Games following the expiry of their suspension.

In a landmark ruling in June 2016, the German Federal Tribunal ruled that arbitration clauses to refer disputes between athletes and sporting federations to the CAS are valid, and rejected arguments that sporting federations were abusing their dominant position by requiring athletes to go to CAS. The decision held that it was not an abuse of a dominant position as it was based on the mutual interests of the athletes and the federations. The ruling followed an appeal from a decision of a state court in Germany, the Oberlandesgericht
München, which had sent shockwaves around the sports arbitration community. An athlete had challenged the validity of an arbitration clause in favour of the CAS and it was found that the International Skating Union (ISU) had abused its dominant position by unilaterally imposing such clauses on its athletes. While the decision of the lower court in Germany drew attention to a number of issues including the nature of an athlete’s consent in sports arbitration and highlighted concerns about the independence and impartiality of the CAS, the reality is that since the events giving rise to this case in 2009 there have been considerable changes to the CAS rules and its organisation that the decision does not take into account. Examples of such amended procedural rules include the nomination of arbitrators, the development of the legal aid programme and the appointment of new ICAS members not active in or connected to sports bodies.

In what legal framework does the CAS operate?

Pursuant to article R28 of the CAS Code, “[t]he seat of the CAS and of each Arbitration Panel (‘Panel’) is in Lausanne, Switzerland”. The same provision applies to the arbitral tribunals of the CAS ad hoc division sitting, for example, at the Olympic Games. The location of the hearing has no consequence on the legal seat of the arbitration, which remains in Lausanne.

As each CAS panel constitutes an international arbitral tribunal seated in Switzerland, all CAS proceedings are subject to the provisions of Switzerland’s Private International Law Act (PILA), which ensures that there is procedural consistency between CAS cases. Chapter 12 of the PILA is widely regarded as being ‘arbitration friendly’.

Pursuant to article 190 of the PILA, CAS awards are final upon communication to the parties and can only be challenged on very limited grounds before the Swiss Supreme Court. In addition, the Swiss Supreme Court has held that advance waivers of any right to challenge the award pursuant to article 192(1) of the PILA are in principle unenforceable in sports arbitrations, given that the athletes’ purported consent to such exclusion agreements ‘obviously [does] not rest on a free will’ and is therefore ‘tainted ab ovo’.

The procedure before the appeals arbitration division is governed by the General Provisions of the CAS Code, (articles R27 to R37), and by the Special Provisions Applicable to the Appeals Arbitration Proceedings (articles R47 to R59 of the CAS Code).

What kind of disputes does the CAS resolve?

In 2016, the CAS registered a record number of more than 600 arbitrations. The disputes resolved by the CAS are extremely diverse in nature, and can vary between straightforward commercial disputes that happen to exist in a sporting context, to very sport-specific disputes concerning actions or incidents arising on the field of play.

Football employment disputes

The most common cases before the CAS are appeals from decisions of FIFA, the world governing body for football, which has its own internal judicial system. This type of dispute typically arises from the termination of the employment contracts of players or coaches, or the movement of players between clubs. As a consequence of such
movement, remuneration is generally payable to the player’s previous clubs, either pursuant to contractual agreements between the parties or according to the complex series of regulations that apply to football transfers, both in a national and international context.

Disciplinary disputes, in particular anti-doping matters

The second most common type of disputes before the CAS are appeals against disciplinary sanctions, the largest subsection being appeals against sanctions for anti-doping rule violations. Since the CAS was designated as the exclusive appeals body for all international anti-doping cases, it has received a constant stream of appeals against decisions based on anti-doping rules. In many cases, the appellant in an anti-doping case is a sportsperson who is appealing against a suspension imposed upon him or her, but the CAS also regularly receives appeals from WADA and international sports federations, requesting that a sanction against a particular sportsperson be increased.

CAS anti-doping cases typically involve factual evidence regarding the circumstances of the alleged violation, expert evidence regarding the validity or otherwise of the scientific findings and the positive test, and legal arguments regarding the interpretation and implementation of the relevant anti-doping rules.

Match-fixing and ethical disputes

An evolving trend of cases in the area of match fixing and corruption has emerged in recent years. The number of cases in this area is likely to grow as the workload of the CAS reflects the issues that are prevailing in sport at the time. One particular problem faced by the CAS in adjudicating upon these activities is the difficulty faced by private sport-governing bodies without coercive investigatory powers in gathering sufficient evidence. When considering the standard of proof of ‘comfortable satisfaction’ that is typically applied in such proceedings, CAS panels regularly note that the panel should keep in mind the fact that corruption is, by its nature, concealed and that those involved will seek to use evasive means to ensure that they leave no trace of their wrongdoing.

Main features of the CAS Appeals Procedure

The Appeals Arbitration Procedure is the most frequently used within the CAS and it provides a distinctive framework for sports arbitration. It is a de novo procedure, the arbitral tribunal having ‘full power to review the facts and the law’. The following paragraphs will outline the main features of this procedure.

Arbitral tribunal

While panels before the CAS are normally made up of three-member panels there also exists the possibility for sole arbitrators (usually where it is an urgent matters and the parties are agreeable). Article R33 of the CAS Code provides that ‘[e]very arbitrator shall appear on the list drawn up by the ICAS’ (ie, the CAS List of Arbitrators). Having originally comprised 60 members, the CAS list now consists of approximately 352 arbitrators, each appointed for a renewable period of four years. This is a closed list and in CAS arbitrations all arbitrators must
be appointed from this list. The practice of maintaining a closed list has been criticised, although the Swiss Supreme Court upheld the system in the case of Larissa Lazutina and the German Federal Tribunal did the same in Pechstein.

Rules of law applicable to the merits of the dispute

With regard to the applicable substantive law in CAS arbitrations, article R58 of the CAS Code provides that the arbitral tribunal 'shall decide the dispute according to the applicable regulations and, subsidiarily, to the rules of law chosen by the parties or, in the absence of such a choice, according to the law of the country in which the federation, association or sports-related body which has issued the challenged decision is domiciled or according to the rules of law the Panel deems appropriate. In the latter case, the Panel shall give reasons for its decision'. In practice, as most international sports federations are domiciled in Switzerland, Swiss law is applied as the substantive law in the majority of cases before the CAS.

As each international federation has its own set of statutes and regulations, arbitral tribunals can often apply these regulations and issue an award without any explicit reference to national law. However, given that Swiss procedural law is applicable in every CAS case, and Swiss substantive law is applicable in the majority of CAS cases, Swiss law clearly has an important role to play in CAS arbitration. As a result, non-Swiss lawyers in CAS arbitrations are increasingly assisted by Swiss lawyers or legal experts. On the procedural side, there is an increasing level of sophistication in CAS disputes where evidential practices more familiar to civil or criminal courts and commercial arbitration are becoming identifiable in sports arbitration. Recent examples include significant document production requests involving email searches and the submission and acceptance of polygraph evidence. In the area of football specifically, and with the enforcement by UEFA of its financial fair play rules against football clubs, it is likely that these matters will soon come before CAS where the involvement of financial experts giving evidence will become more common.

Other international sports dispute resolution bodies

Many international sports federations have their own system of dispute resolution and appoint tribunals for the resolution of disputes arising in their sport. However, in the majority of instances, these systems could not accurately be described as independent arbitration, due to the tribunals not being sufficiently independent from the sports organisation responsible for their constitution.

One example of a 'true' arbitration system is the Basketball Arbitral Tribunal (BAT), which was set up by the world governing body for basketball (FIBA) for the resolution of financial disputes between players, agents and clubs. Notably, BAT is never a party to BAT proceedings, thus reinforcing the independence of the BAT as a true arbitral system. BAT arbitration, seated in Geneva, involves a simple, English-language procedure with a sole arbitrator, who is appointed by the BAT president. Provisional and conservatory measures are available to the parties and the final award is issued by the arbitrator within six weeks of the end of proceedings. Some notable features of BAT arbitration are that hearings are held only upon application, and the arbitrators decide the cases ex aequo et bono, that is, on the
basis of general considerations of justice and fairness, without reference to any particular national or international law.

Conclusion

In conclusion, arbitration has proven to be an extremely successful method of resolving sports disputes, and as a result it has gained the favour and confidence of the sporting world. This success has inevitably led to a massive increase in the number of sports arbitrations taking place in recent years.

Perhaps the greatest challenge that the sports arbitration community is now faced with is the need to put structures in place to ensure that the increase in the number of arbitrations does not lead to a decrease in the quality of the awards being issued.

One ideal approach that merits attention is the establishment of a high-quality ‘national CAS’ in every country for the resolution of national level disputes, and a similarly high-quality arbitral body in each sport, to resolve international disputes.

If this could be achieved the right of appeal to the CAS could be restricted, and the role of the CAS could evolve from that of a body that re-hears appeals on a de novo basis, to that of a review body whose primary function would be to scrutinise the procedural fairness of the arbitral proceedings at previous instances. In effect, it would fulfil a similar role to that currently performed by the Swiss Supreme Court in relation to the CAS. It remains to be seen whether a real appetite for such a pyramidal structure will evolve and whether its implementation would be feasible.
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WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES AND UNIQUE ASPECTS OF SPORTS ARBITRATION?

**Speed**

Perhaps the main differentiating feature of sports arbitration is its speed. For the resolution of a sports dispute to be effective, it generally must be concluded before a particular competition takes place. For example, a finding by an arbitral tribunal that a particular athlete may compete at the Olympic Games, would be of limited value if the arbitral award were issued after the competition in question had already finished.

The most striking example of the speed of sports arbitration is the ad hoc division of CAS that is active only for the duration of specific international sporting events, such as the Olympics or the FIFA World Cup. According to the Ad Hoc Rules for the Olympic Games, arbitral awards should be issued within 24 hours of the lodging of the application for arbitration, and the equivalent time limit for the FIFA World Cup is 48 hours.

The swift resolution of these disputes allows the competition to proceed on schedule and ensures the integrity of the final sporting results by avoiding retroactive appeals or protests to change sporting results. While the ad hoc division is a very positive demonstration of what can be achieved, it is also an environment in which the arbitrators must tread carefully in order to ensure that the procedural rights of all parties are upheld, particularly given the extremely short time limits within which the latter are to prepare their written and oral submissions.

Another leading example of the speed of sports arbitration are the expedited proceedings provisions that require the cooperation of all parties. Without the parties’ agreement the tribunal cannot impose the same extremely short procedural time limits as apply under the
Ad Hoc Rules. However, as event organisers usually wish to safeguard the integrity of a sporting competition's final results, quite often all parties are willing to agree to an expedited arbitration procedure in order to resolve all legal issues in advance of the competition.

Finally, the availability of effective provisional and conservatory measures even before the constitution of the arbitral tribunal is another and interesting element of sports arbitration. Before CAS, such measures can be requested even before the filing of a request for arbitration in ordinary proceedings or from the notification of the decision under appeal in appeal proceedings. Sports arbitration tribunals regularly issue orders in response to requests for provisional measures - typically requests for a stay of execution of the decision under appeal - and in instances where the tribunal has not yet been appointed, sports arbitration bodies often have a mechanism whereby a designated person (eg, the president of the CAS Appeals Arbitration Division), may grant provisional measures pending the appointment of the tribunal.

The effectiveness is further demonstrated by the fact that sports governing bodies almost invariably comply with any orders issued by the CAS. Another specific feature of sports arbitration is that several sports arbitration rules provide that the sports arbitral institution expressly prohibits the parties from seeking provisional measures from state courts. It is submitted that the only means by which the CAS system can effectively demonstrate that state court intervention is not needed is to clearly prove that the CAS is capable of issuing its own effective interim protection. Our experience with the CAS suggests that when the situation is really urgent, the CAS is able to give a very short time limit to the respondent and to issue an order within a time period that is comparable to the time limits in which state courts grant ex parte relief.

Special Expertise

The CAS policy of maintaining a closed list of arbitrators effectively limits the fundamental freedom of the parties to appoint the arbitrator of their choice but was upheld by the Swiss Supreme Court in the Lazutina case on the ground that it ensures that the arbitrators are specialists in the area of sports and will thus be able to issue fast and consistent decisions.

It is not the case that all sports arbitrations are concluded quickly but the standard time limits would be regarded by most arbitration practitioners as being very short indeed. For example, in a CAS Appeals Arbitration, the statement of appeal must be filed with the CAS within 21 days from the communication of the decision under appeal, unless the applicable regulations provide for a different time limit (sometimes shorter). This time limit cannot be extended and any delay will lead to the dismissal of the appeal. Once the statement of appeal has been filed, the appellant has a further 10 days to file an appeal brief stating the facts and legal arguments giving rise to the appeal and to produce the evidence being relied upon. The respondent must then file its complete answer within a time limit of 20 days. Finally, the panel sets itself the objective of issuing its final award within three months of having received the case file.

Another aspect that parties and their counsel should be acutely aware of are the potential practical difficulties associated with such fast-moving proceedings. Parties will often be afforded short time limits to file submissions on procedural or substantive issues and as a result, sports arbitration, and CAS arbitration in particular, is generally a challenging process for both parties and their counsel. For that reason, it is not a forum in which lawyers who are unfamiliar with either the procedural aspects of international arbitration, or the substantive
aspects of sports law, can easily ‘cut their teeth’, as the very short nature of the time limits
to file submissions leaves very little time for research during the arbitration. As a result,
parties who are familiar with the CAS and its unique pressures tend to appoint counsel whom
they know to have already appeared regularly before the CAS, and who are familiar with the
processes and jurisprudence of the institution.

Although the presence of experienced arbitrators and counsel generally assists the
arbitration process, it is regrettable that the expanding volume of case law with which
arbitrators and counsel should be familiar, coupled with the increasing procedural
sophistication of parties and counsel, make it ever more difficult for new lawyers to become
established in sports arbitration. This has created a somewhat vicious circle, whereby it is
becoming increasingly difficult for parties to place their faith in counsel whose experience in
CAS arbitration is limited. However, the publication of CAS Code Commentaries has gone
some way to helping lawyers with limited experience.

Consistency And Transparency

The emergence of the CAS as an ‘international supreme court’ for sports disputes has
provided greater consistency between legal decisions in the sports world and has created
a body of case law upon which sports arbitration users can rely. Although all CAS
arbitrators are subject to a general duty of confidentiality, and CAS ordinary proceedings
remain confidential unless the parties agree otherwise, article R59 of the CAS Code of
Sports-Related Arbitration (the CAS Code) provides that in all CAS appeals cases, which
account for the vast majority of the total CAS caseload, ‘the award ... shall be made public
by the CAS, unless both parties agree that [it] should remain confidential’. As a result, the
CAS has published a large proportion of its awards, initially through its three-volume digest
of CAS Awards, and more recently through CAS bulletins and an online database.

One of the most interesting aspects of sports arbitration is that awards issued by an arbitral
tribunal tend to be regarded as authoritative precedent by subsequent arbitral tribunals
from the same sports arbitration institution. While sports arbitration awards are not binding
legal precedents, previous awards are regarded as being of highly persuasive value, and as
such, arbitral tribunals that deviate from an established line of ‘jurisprudence’ are generally
expected to provide reasons for such a deviation in the text of their award.

Of course, different tribunals inevitably reach different conclusions in relation to some issues,
particularly when such issues are novel. However, once a body of consistent case law has
been established in relation to any issue, tribunals usually show deference to the rulings of
prior tribunals, unless the case can be distinguished or new arguments brought forward.

Cost

Contrary to the stereotype of millionaire footballers, individual athletes are often entirely
dependent upon government subsidies or minor sponsorship agreements, whereas their
counterparty in an arbitration is often a sport governing body that is able to rely upon
significant financial resources. Therefore, it is particularly important that the proverbial
Goliath is not permitted to financially bully the weaker party into submission, particularly as
many athletes or players already feel significant pressure not to enter into a legal dispute
with their employer or their sport’s governing body, in view of the dominant position of the
latter within the sport.

Three aspects of CAS arbitration that should provide comfort to impecunious athletes are:
• the moderate filing fee of 1,000 Swiss francs;
• the system of contribution towards legal costs; and
• the arbitration costs regime that applies in appeals of decisions that are exclusively disciplinary in nature and rendered by an international federation or sports body.

In the context of legal costs and pursuant to article R64.5 of the CAS Code ‘... the Panel has discretion to grant the prevailing party a contribution towards its legal fees and other expenses ...’. The CAS practice provides some comfort to all parties as any contribution that may be required to pay in the event of losing the case is rarely reflective of the actual legal costs incurred. Of course, considering this practice from a different perspective, it is also true that even when parties are fully successful in their appeal, they can still only hope to recover a certain proportion of their legal costs.

With respect to arbitration costs, the positive financial aspect for athletes related to arbitration costs concerns those athletes who are involved in decisions which are exclusively of a disciplinary nature and which are rendered by an international federation or sports body, commonly anti-doping cases. In such cases, article R65 of the CAS Code provides that no arbitration costs shall be paid by the parties.

Given the mandatory nature of sports arbitration, whereby the athlete generally has no option but to sign up to arbitration if he or she wishes to compete at a high level within his or her sport, another area that needs to be considered in this context is the availability of legal aid for the parties, as the submission of disputes to arbitration deprives the athlete of any legal aid that may have been available to him before state courts. Article S6 of the CAS Code provides that ‘[the International Council of Arbitration for Sport] may create a legal aid fund to facilitate access to CAS arbitration for individuals without sufficient financial means and may create CAS legal aid guidelines for the operation of the fund’. In parallel with the publication of the 2013 edition of the CAS Code applicable guidelines have been published by CAS.

Where legal aid is granted, the athlete will be exempted from paying the court office fee, the advance on arbitration costs and will be offered pro bono counsel.

Enforcement

Although the option of enforcing a sports arbitration award pursuant to the New York Convention is, of course, available to parties, in practice it is rarely necessary to pursue this course of action, as sports governing bodies spontaneously comply with arbitral awards and have sufficient internal authority and enforcement mechanisms to impose the awards on their members. In this respect it is interesting to note that the Swiss Supreme Court has explicitly upheld such ‘private enforcement systems’ by deciding that a CAS award confirming the imposition by FIFA of a sanction against a football club on the ground that it did not comply with a FIFA disciplinary committee decision was not inconsistent with public policy.

One emerging area of particular relevance to Swiss lawyers practising in sports law relates to enforcing certain of CAS financial awards through asset freezing proceedings before local courts in Switzerland. As many football clubs and national associations participate in competitions where money is to be paid by governing bodies based in Switzerland, there is a growing awareness that this provides a viable means to recover amounts owed.

HOW IS THE CAS ORGANISED?
CAS is headquartered in Lausanne but also has two ‘decentralised offices’ in Sydney and New York and a number of alternative hearing centres in Kuala Lumpur, Shanghai, Abu Dhabi and Cairo as a result of a number of individual partnership arrangement deals struck by CAS. The CAS provides four separate and distinct dispute resolution services: ordinary arbitration, appeals arbitration, ad hoc expedited arbitration at major sporting events and mediation. The ordinary and appeals arbitration divisions are each headed by a president, who can take charge of the initial steps in an arbitration before the arbitral tribunal is appointed.

The CAS ordinary division is a classic arbitration service, resolving mainly commercial disputes, and its general structure and workings will be familiar to any practitioners with experience of the ICC, AAA or other commercial arbitration institutions. Arbitrations that take place under the CAS’s Ordinary Arbitration Rules are those that have been referred to the CAS as a first instance arbitral body, usually pursuant to an arbitration agreement contained in a settlement agreement or a commercial contract, such as sponsorship or licensing agreements.

Appeals arbitration, while very commonplace in the sporting world, is usually somewhat of a novelty for other arbitration practitioners. Appeals arbitration consists of appeals filed against decisions issued by other arbitral or disciplinary tribunals, typically either national sports arbitration bodies or the internal disciplinary or judicial bodies of international sports federations. The cases brought before the CAS appeals arbitration division account for the vast majority of the CAS’s caseload.

The CAS also has a mediation service, which it promotes as an alternative to CAS arbitration. In addition, as previously mentioned, the CAS establishes an expedited arbitration service during major sporting events, which is referred to as the CAS ad hoc division.

**Independence**

There has been a certain level of criticism both in the media and in academic journals referring to a lack of independence of the CAS. A long-standing claim has been that the CAS is not sufficiently independent from the International Olympic Committee (IOC), which founded the CAS in 1984. Indeed, following a landmark case before the Swiss Supreme Court in 1993, a number of reforms to the CAS structure were put in place that sought to insulate the CAS from any allegations of potential or perceived lack of independence. The decision in *USOC v IOC* provides possibly the most eloquent example of the independence of CAS in relation to the IOC. In this case CAS held as invalid and unenforceable an IOC decision that prohibited athletes who had been suspended for more than six months for an anti-doping rule violation from participating in the next Olympic Games following the expiry of their suspension.

In a landmark ruling in June 2016, the German Federal Tribunal ruled that arbitration clauses to refer disputes between athletes and sporting federations to the CAS are valid, and rejected arguments that sporting federations were abusing their dominant position by requiring athletes to go to CAS. The decision held that it was not an abuse of a dominant position as it was based on the mutual interests of the athletes and the federations. The ruling followed an appeal from a decision of a state court in Germany, the Oberlandesgericht München, which had sent shockwaves around the sports arbitration community. An athlete had challenged the validity of an arbitration clause in favour of the CAS and it was found that the International Skating Union (ISU) had abused its dominant position by unilaterally imposing such clauses on its athletes. While the decision of the lower court in Germany
drew attention to a number of issues including the nature of an athlete's consent in sports arbitration and highlighted concerns about the independence and impartiality of the CAS, the reality is that since the events giving rise to this case in 2009 there have been considerable changes to the CAS rules and its organisation that the decision does not take into account. Examples of such amended procedural rules include the nomination of arbitrators, the development of the legal aid programme and the appointment of new ICAS members not active in or connected to sports bodies.

IN WHAT LEGAL FRAMEWORK DOES THE CAS OPERATE?

Pursuant to article R28 of the CAS Code, ‘[t]he seat of the CAS and of each Arbitration Panel (‘Panel’) is in Lausanne, Switzerland’. The same provision applies to the arbitral tribunals of the CAS ad hoc division sitting, for example, at the Olympic Games. The location of the hearing has no consequence on the legal seat of the arbitration, which remains in Lausanne.

As each CAS panel constitutes an international arbitral tribunal seated in Switzerland, all CAS proceedings are subject to the provisions of Switzerland’s Private International Law Act (PILA), which ensures that there is procedural consistency between CAS cases. Chapter 12 of the PILA is widely regarded as being ‘arbitration friendly’.

In addition, the Swiss Supreme Court has held that advance waivers of any right to challenge the award pursuant to article 192(1) of the PILA are in principle unenforceable in sports arbitrations, given that the athletes’ purported consent to such exclusion agreements ‘obviously [does] not rest on a free will’ and is therefore ‘tainted ab ovo’.

The procedure before the appeals arbitration division is governed by the General Provisions of the CAS Code, (articles R27 to R37), and by the Special Provisions Applicable to the Appeals Arbitration Proceedings (articles R47 to R59 of the CAS Code).

WHAT KIND OF DISPUTES DOES THE CAS RESOLVE?

In 2016, the CAS registered a record number of more than 600 arbitrations. The disputes resolved by the CAS are extremely diverse in nature, and can vary between straightforward commercial disputes that happen to exist in a sporting context, to very sport-specific disputes concerning actions or incidents arising on the field of play.

Football Employment Disputes

The most common cases before the CAS are appeals from decisions of FIFA, the world governing body for football, which has its own internal judicial system. This type of dispute typically arises from the termination of the employment contracts of players or coaches, or the movement of players between clubs. As a consequence of such movement, remuneration is generally payable to the player’s previous clubs, either pursuant to contractual agreements between the parties or according to the complex series of regulations that apply to football transfers, both in a national and international context.

Disciplinary Disputes, In Particular Anti-doping Matters

The second most common type of disputes before the CAS are appeals against disciplinary sanctions, the largest subsection being appeals against sanctions for anti-doping rule violations. Since the CAS was designated as the exclusive appeals body for all international anti-doping cases, it has received a constant stream of appeals against decisions based
on anti-doping rules. In many cases, the appellant in an anti-doping case is a sportsperson who is appealing against a suspension imposed upon him or her, but the CAS also regularly receives appeals from WADA and international sports federations, requesting that a sanction against a particular sportsperson be increased.

CAS anti-doping cases typically involve factual evidence regarding the circumstances of the alleged violation, expert evidence regarding the validity or otherwise of the scientific findings and the positive test, and legal arguments regarding the interpretation and implementation of the relevant anti-doping rules.

**Match-fixing And Ethical Disputes**

An evolving trend of cases in the area of match fixing and corruption has emerged in recent years. The number of cases in this area is likely to grow as the workload of the CAS reflects the issues that are prevailing in sport at the time. One particular problem faced by the CAS in adjudicating upon these activities is the difficulty faced by private sport-governing bodies without coercive investigatory powers in gathering sufficient evidence. When considering the standard of proof of ‘comfortable satisfaction’ that is typically applied in such proceedings, CAS panels regularly note that the panel should keep in mind the fact that corruption is, by its nature, concealed and that those involved will seek to use evasive means to ensure that they leave no trace of their wrongdoing.

**MAIN FEATURES OF THE CAS APPEALS PROCEDURE**

The Appeals Arbitration Procedure is the most frequently used within the CAS and it provides a distinctive framework for sports arbitration. It is a de novo procedure, the arbitral tribunal having ‘full power to review the facts and the law’. The following paragraphs will outline the main features of this procedure.

**Arbitral Tribunal**

While panels before the CAS are normally made up of three-member panels there also exists the possibility for sole arbitrators (usually where it is an urgent matters and the parties are agreeable). Article R33 of the CAS Code provides that ‘[e]very arbitrator shall appear on the list drawn up by the ICAS’ (ie, the CAS List of Arbitrators). Having originally comprised 60 members, the CAS list now consists of approximately 352 arbitrators, each appointed for a renewable period of four years. This is a closed list and in CAS arbitrations all arbitrators must be appointed from this list. The practice of maintaining a closed list has been criticised, although the Swiss Supreme Court upheld the system in the case of Larissa Lazutina and the German Federal Tribunal did the same in Pechstein.

**Rules Of Law Applicable To The Merits Of The Dispute**

With regard to the applicable substantive law in CAS arbitrations, article R58 of the CAS Code provides that the arbitral tribunal ‘shall decide the dispute according to the applicable regulations and, subsidiarily, to the rules of law chosen by the parties or, in the absence of such a choice, according to the law of the country in which the federation, association or sports-related body which has issued the challenged decision is domiciled or according to the rules of law the Panel deems appropriate. In the latter case, the Panel shall give reasons for its decision’. In practice, as most international sports federations are domiciled in Switzerland, Swiss law is applied as the substantive law in the majority of cases before the CAS.
As each international federation has its own set of statutes and regulations, arbitral tribunals can often apply these regulations and issue an award without any explicit reference to national law. However, given that Swiss procedural law is applicable in every CAS case, and Swiss substantive law is applicable in the majority of CAS cases, Swiss law clearly has an important role to play in CAS arbitration. As a result, non-Swiss lawyers in CAS arbitrations are increasingly assisted by Swiss lawyers or legal experts. On the procedural side, there is an increasing level of sophistication in CAS disputes where evidential practices more familiar to civil or criminal courts and commercial arbitration are becoming identifiable in sports arbitration. Recent examples include significant document production requests involving email searches and the submission and acceptance of polygraph evidence. In the area of football specifically, and with the enforcement by UEFA of its financial fair play rules against football clubs, it is likely that these matters will soon come before CAS where the involvement of financial experts giving evidence will become more common.

OTHER INTERNATIONAL SPORTS DISPUTE RESOLUTION BODIES

Many international sports federations have their own system of dispute resolution and appoint tribunals for the resolution of disputes arising in their sport. However, in the majority of instances, these systems could not accurately be described as independent arbitration, due to the tribunals not being sufficiently independent from the sports organisation responsible for their constitution.

One example of a ‘true’ arbitration system is the Basketball Arbitral Tribunal (BAT), which was set up by the world governing body for basketball (FIBA) for the resolution of financial disputes between players, agents and clubs. Notably, BAT is never a party to BAT proceedings, thus reinforcing the independence of the BAT as a true arbitral system. BAT arbitration, seated in Geneva, involves a simple, English-language procedure with a sole arbitrator, who is appointed by the BAT president. Provisional and conservatory measures are available to the parties and the final award is issued by the arbitrator within six weeks of the end of proceedings. Some notable features of BAT arbitration are that hearings are held only upon application, and the arbitrators decide the cases ex aequo et bono, that is, on the basis of general considerations of justice and fairness, without reference to any particular national or international law.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, arbitration has proven to be an extremely successful method of resolving sports disputes, and as a result it has gained the favour and confidence of the sporting world. This success has inevitably led to a massive increase in the number of sports arbitrations taking place in recent years.

Perhaps the greatest challenge that the sports arbitration community is now faced with is the need to put structures in place to ensure that the increase in the number of arbitrations does not lead to a decrease in the quality of the awards being issued.

One ideal approach that merits attention is the establishment of a high-quality ‘national CAS’ in every country for the resolution of national level disputes, and a similarly high-quality arbitral body in each sport, to resolve international disputes.

If this could be achieved the right of appeal to the CAS could be restricted, and the role of the CAS could evolve from that of a body that re-hears appeals on a de novo basis, to that of a review body whose primary function would be to scrutinise the procedural fairness.
of the arbitral proceedings at previous instances. In effect, it would fulfil a similar role to that currently performed by the Swiss Supreme Court in relation to the CAS. It remains to be seen whether a real appetite for such a pyramidal structure will evolve and whether its implementation would be feasible.
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